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January 23, 1977

Dear, Allen Hyneck
I, really enjoyed your show Sunday night or I, should say Monday morning
on radio station , W.D.A.I, radio F.M. CHicago Illinois,
on the show you were discussing the many documented and undocumented
casses on record of reported U.F.O. sighting's in the United States
of America , I, tried to call your show but the line was busy
so I, desided to write you instead , I, really don't know how to began
but. it brings to memory the experience I, hadin the fall of 195^ September 8
to be exact .

it was in the morning of that day about 4.00A.M. When my Uncle and a good
frierid of his and myself wen't fishing on a Govt, pier on the shores of
lake Michigan Indiana , the pier belongs to U.S. Steel CO. and is located
in the pine beach area of Gary Indiana.
there were quiet a number of people fishing that morning , we moved down
to the furthist end of the pier near some slag piles , I was baiting my
hook when I,noticed these 4, object's in the sky over my left shoulder
at the time the weather was perfect there was hardly any wind blowing
there wasen't a cloud in the sky and the star's shone brightly
the objects which I shall describe as disk shaped moved in single file
order from East to WEst direction they stoped abruptly and the leed vehicle
tilted forward in about a fourty five degree angle as if to get a better
look at a slag train that had just finished dumping it's load of slag, and
was returning to the mill's .
all the vehicle's appeared to be wobbling as they hovered in the air I,
could see clearly the leed ship's steeple shaped dome , sillouted against
the sky it looked baackish , all the vehicles were spinning clock wise
and as they spun showers of sparkes dropped from the bottoms of each vehicle
the sparks looked simular to that of a pyrothecnic device called a cathrine
wheel .

the leed vehicle tilted level again, and all 4 vehicles darted forward about
1000 ft. and stopped momentarly again , then all 4 vehicles took off suddenly
again in about a 45 to 60 degree angle straight up and disapered.
the hole insident from the time we first caught sight of these vehicles to
the moment they dissappered in the early dawn sky , was apprcximelty 2Minutes
I, may add that i have seen many planes at night both jet end propller driven
and as you know the lights o^ these vheciles , Deminishes gradually
but these four vehicles dissappered as if a light were turned out.
P.S. I, am also enclosing a sketch of what I saw.
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